Lifetime Networks
#102-4090 Shelbourne Street
Victoria BC V8N 4P6
Tel. 250-477-4112
lifetimenetworks.org

Equipment Loan Inventory
The following is a list of the pieces of equipment in Lifetime Networks' possession available to loan. Availability will vary due to the
time of year.
Do not forget to consider transportation for the equipment; certain pieces can be large or heavy and may not fit in average
sized vehicles.

OTHER LOAN SERVICES
There are other Equipment Loan Services in the area. Below are two which you may contact as well:
● Canadian Red Cross Health Equipment Loan Program (HELP): HELP is a community-based service lending a
variety of health equipment to assist people coping with illness, injury or end-of-life care at home. For more
information, contact Victoria’s regional office at 250.382.2043 or visit
http://www.redcorss.ca/how-we-help/community-health-services-in-canada/bc-health-equipment-loan-program .
● Queen Alexandra’s Center for Children’s Health Equipment Loan Library: QA loans specialized equipment and
therapy toys to families through the Child Youth and Family Rehabilitation Service. Loans can be initiated through a
referral from your Queen Alexandra physiotherapist or consultant. For more information, contact 250.519.6795 or visit
http://www.viha.ca/cyf_rehab/therapy/school_age/Equipment+Loan.htm .
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Varna II Handcycle
This trike is great for a rider who is looking for speed.
The rider is seated in a semi-recumbent position for
comfort and more efficient power application.
The Varna II is highly maneuverable, giving it great
advantage in crowded conditions.
The Cycle is adjustable for individuals 4’5” to 6’5” in
height and weights of up to 250 lbs.
Weighs 39 lbs. This handcycle involves the use of the
abdominal muscles; riders should have the ability to use
these muscles if choosing the Varna II.
$3,450

Varna Liberator
The Liberator is the handcycle of choice for those
looking to increase their upper body strength; ideal for
people with leg/spine injuries or impairments.
Features an upright hard seat and large tires.
Weighs 36b lbs.
Suitable for children and adults with full arm and upper
trunk mobility. Not suitable for steep or hilly terrain.
$2,850
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Varna Hybrid Tandem
This tandem is great for commuting or leisure riding.
Driven by leg and hand power, it provides an interactive
cycling experience for two to share.
The front end cyclist pedals, steers and leans
independently like a bicycle, while the rear is powered by
hand pedals and does not lean.
It is quite heavy; does not come apart or fold.
$7,700

Wheelchair Bike Trailer
Capable of holding a standard manual wheelchair, this
trailer allows an individual to be towed along bikeable
surfaces.
Features safety rails and straps for tying down the
wheelchair.
Ramp allows wheelchair user to roll onto the trailer.
Custom Piece.

Sun EZ-3 Recument Tricycle
This trike is very comfortable with a large cushy seat.
This is good for someone who may pedal, but does not
have the strength or co-ordination for a traditional
bicycle.
Upright control handles in the back allows a walking or
running companion to control braking.
This is a large piece; transportation considerations.
The piece weighs 67 lbs. The companion should have
the ability to keep up with the rider.
$1,700
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Landeez All-Terrain Beach Chair
The Landeez was designed to easily maneuver over
difficult terrain such as sand, gravel, snow and mud. Its
soft pneumatic tires absorb almost all road shocks for a
remarkably comfortable ride.
Adjustable leg rest; front casters allow for easy turns and
19” seat height for easy and safe transfer.
The Landeez can be disassembled for easy
transportation; folding frame with removable parts make
it simple to take apart and put back together. Pieces
weighs 37 lbs.
$7,500

Hippocampe All-Terrain (Child)
The all-terrain offers individuals accessibility to difficult
terrains impossible to reach in a standard wheelchair:
beach, sand, swimming area, hiking trails, snow,
mountain.
Towed, pushed or self-propelled, the Hippocampe chair
offers autonomy to its user.
This piece is suitable for a small child.
Its small size, fold-down backrests, removable push bar
and wheels make it easily transportable and convenient
to store in its transport bag. Weighs 37.5 lbs.
$ 6,400

All-Terrain Wheelchair
This all-terrain wheelchair was custom designed to allow
its user the ability to navigate difficult terrain.
Features include a comfortable seat and removable
footrest.
This piece suitable for adults, youth and children.
As this wheelchair does not collapse, a vehicle with
adequate space will be needed to accommodate its size.
Custom Piece
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Freedom All-Terrain Jogger
This all-terrain jogger has been designed to meet the
demands of active families. It is lightweight and durable.
Great for children and smaller adults with limited
mobility.
This Jogger features quick-release which easily folds
down flat and has removable wheels. Possesses a 5
point harness and reclining seat.
Weighs 19.7 lbs. Capable of supporting a child or adult
up to 150 lbs.
This jogger does not come with a front swivel wheel;
quick maneuverability is limited. Great for long walks
outdoors, beach, hills and light hikes.
$ 1,200

Axiom Pushchair
Designed for use as an indoor or outdoor mobility
system, this all-terrain pushchair easily glides through
grass, gravel, over curbs and sand.
Comes with a traditional fixed front wheel, lightweight
frame and comfortable seating.
Weighs 33 lbs, weight capacity of 150 lbs.
This jogger does not come with a front swivel wheel;
quick maneuverability is limited. Great for long walks
outdoors, beach, hills and light hikes.
$ 1,200
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Black Diamond
Affectionately described as a cross between a
wheelbarrow and a rickshaw, the TrailRider rolls
smoothly over all terrain.
Quick release pins make for adjustable seating and
allows folding for easy transportation.
Weighs 23kg and can accommodate individuals over 4ft
(cushion inserts can make it more comfortable for
individuals under 5ft).
Requires the use of several sherpas to operate.
Transportation consideration as it is a large piece.
$ 7,500
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Green Monster
Affectionately described as a cross between a
wheelbarrow and a rickshaw, the TrailRider rolls
smoothly over all terrain.

Weighs 23kg and can accommodate individuals over 4ft
(cushion inserts can make it more comfortable for
individuals under 5ft).
Requires the use of several sherpas to operate.
Transportation consideration as it is a large
piece.
$ 7,500

Kids’ Equipment
Name
Description

Spec
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Kids’ Tricycle
A tricycle suitable for a small child capable of
holding themselves upright. Handlebars tilt
forward/backward to adjust to the
height/armspan of the child

Lightweight, hand breaks, rear basket for storage while
biking
Unknown

Name Kids’ Reclining Pedalbike
Description Kids’ reclining bike, adapted to steer with arms
while pedaling with feet. Hand brake on right
side. Suitable for persons under 4ft

Spec
Notes

About 8kgs, does not disassemble
Requires upper body strength/mobility to steer
Custom Piece

Purchase Price
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